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Vision

Mission

core business

to be a governing body whose role is to promote and facilitate the growth,

integrity and economic contribution of the alberta horse racing and breeding

industry. this shall be done by providing quality entertainment, employment,

economic and value-added agricultural opportunities within a unified, viable,

progressive, accountable and self-regulated industry environment.

alberta will be recognized internationally for premier horse racing, breeding

and quality entertainment.

the core business of horse racing alberta is horse racing, racehorse breeding 

and the regulation of horse racing in alberta, with the overarching goal being:  

to stabilize, enhance and ensure the growth and integrity of the alberta horse 

racing and breeding industry.
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goVernance

horse racing alberta is governed by a board of Directors, including a chair, eight 
directors representing breed organizations and racetracks, three directors representing 
the public and two government-appointed, ex-officio (non-voting) members. board 
members serve a three year term, with a possible reappointment, to a maximum 
of six years.  

horse racing alberta has lost two influential members of our organization. the 
sudden passing of John Macleod in august 2008, who represented the community 
racetracks breed organizations since 2002. andy bryant, president and coo of hra, 
lost his battle with cancer in January 2009. hra recognizes andy’s many contributions 
and his tireless efforts on behalf of the horse racing and breeding industry.

During 2008 there were significant changes in board personnel, including the 
appointment of a new chair and eight new directors. horse racing alberta expresses 
appreciation for the commitment, integrity, and expertise the outgoing board members 
have provided during their terms of office. 

Horse racing alberta outgoing Directors

Dr. David reid - chairman and chief executive officer
Mr. neil Malloch - alberta standardbred horse association, breeders
Mr. Mike secker - canadian thoroughbred horse society
Mr. brian bygrave - horsemen’s benevolent and protective association
Mr. John Macleod - other breeds
Mr. Max gibb - “b” track, rocky Mountain turf club
Dr. pat brennan - public Member
Ms. ann hammond - government appointee (ex-officio)

Horse racing alberta Board of Directors (as of october, 2008) 

Mrs. shirley Mcclellan, chair
Mr. Don getty, public Member & Vice chairman
Mr. Don buchanan, canadian thoroughbred horse association
Mr. Jim Mcfadyen, horsemen’s benevolent and protective association
Mr. bill andrew, alberta standardbred horse association, breeders
Mr. ernie caron, alberta standardbred horse association
Mr. harold silbernagel, other breed organizations (one year appointment)
Mr. rick carter, “a” tracks
Dr. David chalack, “a” tracks
Mr. Ken Drysdale, “b” tracks
Ms. sue bohaichuk, ex-officio – government appointee
Mr. Jim bauer, ex-officio – government appointee
Mr. gary belecki, Q.c., public Member
Mr. peter bidlock, public Member
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horse racing alberta chair’s report

uncertainty can breed many things. but it can’t breed a great racehorse, or stabilize 
and grow an industry. 

2008 was a challenging period for the horse racing industry. it faced delays in the 
construction of the racetrack at crossiron Mills as well as protracted negotiations 
for water rights. the need to accommodate two racing breeds at one “a” racetrack 
placed pressures upon horse racing alberta (hra) and the industry as a whole. 

My appointment to the horse racing alberta board in october 2008 hopefully provides 
a necessary change in perspective during changing times. notwithstanding my 
complete understanding and empathy of the fear that is generated by uncertainty, 
it is necessary for the industry to recall where we’ve come from, what was given to 
us and what is expected of us. 

horse racing is an industry that receives 80% of our income from the revenue earned 
at racing entertainment centres (recs) located at racetracks. these recs are linked 
to live days of horse racing at these venues. this funding ensures that there are 
programs in place to fulfill the expectations of the alberta government through the 
Horse Racing Alberta Act, which are; that our agricultural-based industry would survive 
and grow; that alberta bred horses would have the opportunity to successfully compete; 
that old and new owners would be attracted to purchase alberta foaled or sired 
racehorses; and, that through rejuvenation, we would restore our fan base and grow 
our handle. 

through hra, the horse racing industry has been given an opportunity to flourish and 
grow. the expectation of the alberta government is that all partners work together 
to optimize these opportunities. the government anticipates that horsemen cooperate 
and work together – speaking with one voice. the structure and direction of the hra 
board of Directors ensures that all voices within the industry are represented and heard. 

crisis is an opportunity for members of our industry to unite and find a way forward 
so that each sector can survive and emerge at the end stronger with a finely tuned 
plan for the future. We must not lose focus on the impact that today’s economic and 
political realities have on the horse racing industry. in 2008, horsemen and racetracks 
alike seemingly forgot the magnitude of the opportunities the Racing Industry Renewal 
Initiative provides for our industry. We must continually maximize the potential of 
this as we move forward. 

alberta’s horse racing industry has the tenacity and mettle, not to just endure 
uncertainty, but to work together to find new solutions that will ensure our collective 
success and longevity. the challenges we face today will help us focus on the promising 
opportunities of the future. 

shirley Mcclellan
chair
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2008 in perspectiVe

Dr. David reid, Chief executive officer

horse racing alberta has a difficult role to play – sharing the dreams of the industry 

while dealing with the challenges of reality. 2008 will be reflected upon as a year of 

great change and uncertainty for horse racing alberta and the horse racing industry --

from both a local and global perspective. even in alberta’s strong and vibrant economy, 

the threat of worldwide recession compounds the pressure horsemen already feel 

about future racing opportunities, scheduled race days and purse structure. 

horse racing alberta firmly believes that our strategic direction of steady growth 

and stabilization has created an industry that is resilient and capable of weathering 

challenges. We have planned for the transition period to ensure that those within the 

horse racing industry can “keep the lights on” during this time of change. but this 

uncertainty is not forever and we anticipate changes for horsemen that will lead to 

growth and development in the future. 

for some owners and horsemen, the best interim solution is to leave the province in 

search of greener pastures. hra understands and appreciates the attraction of this 

approach and hopes that as our current situation improves these owners, breeders 

and horsemen will return. 

Strategic priorities 2008

hra’s business plan focused on eight key strategic areas which support all aspects 

of the horse breeding and racing industry. in 2008, the strategic priorities were:

•	 The	construction	and	opening	of	the	CrossIron	Mills	racetrack	for	the	2009	

racing season. 

•	 Long-term	licensing,	development	and	support	of	racetracks	to	stabilize	and	

diversify racing in alberta. 

•	 Provide	a	purse	strategy	to	encourage	horsemen	to	invest	and	re-invest	in	

the industry. 

•	 Pursue	province-wide	branding	and	marketing	to	build	public	awareness	and	

increase participation in horse racing. 

•	 Support	the	breeding	industry	with	programs	that	encourage	improvements	 

in breeding stock and achieve a solid return at sales. 

•	 Enhance	the	quality	of	the	working	and	living	environment	for	racetrack	

personnel through personal growth, educational and support programs. 

the execution of these priorities supported the racing industry during 2008 and will 

continue into the 2009-2011 business planning cycle. 
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hra operations oVerVieW

operational expenditures

With the shortfall in rec revenues, hra made a conscious decision to decrease 

all operational expenditures in the 2008 fiscal year. expenditures were reduced an 

average of 17% while providing continuity and stability in breeding and racing 

activities and purses. 

$52,476,630 Total

$18,344,220 Purses

$20,382 Animal Welfare

Regulatory & Administration$3,868,401
$351,710 Human Resources

Marketing$3,720,565
Racetrack Funding$19,651,345

Breed Improvement Program$6,520,007

34.96%
37.48%

7.09%

12.43% 7.37%0.67%0.04%

* hra began 2008 with a $5.7 million cash-positive position. this was used to 

 offset the $4.9 million gap between revenue and expenditures in 2008.

Hra operational expenditures and revenues

hra forecast the 2008 expenses budget at $58.8 million.  to mitigate the impact 

of reduced rec revenues, the total operating expenditure forecast was reduced by 

$6.4 million, for total operating expenditures of $52.4 million. recognizing there 

was little opportunity for growth in 2008 and the challenges for growth in 2009, 

hra undertook spending reductions in all operational areas, with the exception of 

racetrack grants, which are a set percentage return on pari-Mutuel handle earned 

at racetracks. 
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2009 Forecast expenditures

the 2009 hra budget will see a further reduction of 14% in regulatory administration 

(a 22.5% reduction since 2007), 20% reduction in the breed improvement program, 

60% reduction in marketing, 40% reduction in human resource development and a 7% 

reduction in the hra purse grant. although each of hra’s strategic areas are extremely 

important, the minimal reduction in purse structure reflects our ongoing commitment 

to purses as the backbone of stabilization and growth for the alberta horse racing 

industry. as the landscape for 2010 and beyond emerges more clearly, allocations 

of funds to purses will be adapted to match established incomes.

Hra Horse revenue Streams

Revenue  2008 Budget 2008 Actual

General Fees  6,566,209  7,753,215 
Promotional Levy  502,300  588,506 
HOT Licensing Fees  1,480,000  1,480,000 
Assessments, Licenses & Fines  360,000  322,712 
ASHA Simulcast - Calgary Are  1,030,065  863,950 
Other  118,000  532,857 
*Lottery Fund  44,646,840   36,037,738 
     
    $     54,703,414  $     47,578,978

*  The Lottery Fund total is comprised of HRA’s portion of Racing Entertainment Centre revenues, 
 plus interest of $91,023. 
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racing entertainment Centre revenue

nearly 80% of the operating funds for horse racing alberta come through the Racing 

Industry Renewal Initiative (riri) – a flow-through arrangement which allows hra and 

the horse racing industry to receive a percentage of the slot machine revenues earned 

at hra licensed racing entertainment centres (rec). this program recognizes that 

horse racing is a unique industry based in agriculture, entertainment and tourism. 

hra is mandated to use this funding to stabilize, support and grow the alberta horse 

racing industry as a whole. 

Slot Revenue 2004-2008
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slot revenues are critical for hra, providing $36 million in rec income for 2008.  

this was $8.6 million below projected revenue, and was the first time since hra was 

formed that there was not steady and significant growth from racing entertainment 

centres.  there are several factors leading to this decline including; increased 

competition in the gaming market, particularly with the licensing of new gaming 

locations close to racetracks; the creation of aboriginal gaming facilities within the 

market area, and, slower than expected recovery from the impact of the smoking ban 

in public facilities.  however, racetracks offer a multi-entertainment component that 

is unmatched by other forms of gaming and it is our strategy to market these benefits 

to the public and entice them to visit racetrack facilities.

 

hra has forecast a decline of 11% in slot revenues for 2009, projected at $30.5 million, 

in anticipation of these market forces continuing to impact rec revenue.  as well, the 

global economic situation and the cessation of funds from the calgary Market area 

as of March 2009 are unpleasant realities. 
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goVernMent anD inDustry

Act as a single voice for the Alberta Horse Racing Industry

the alberta horse racing industry has faced challenges over the past two years. hra 
continues to work closely with government and industry partners to develop strategies 
and outcomes to support hra’s mandate and the goals of the industry. 

Hra Grants license to lacombe racetrack

hra has been working with the municipality of lacombe and industry partners to 
ensure all regulatory requirements have been met in anticipation of the 2009 opening 
of the lacombe racetrack for a limited number or race days. this racetrack is vitally 
important for bridging 2009 and the complete development of the community circuit 
in the future. the determination and commitment of industry partners have played 
an integral role in securing this new racing license. 

racing opportunities for all Breeds

in 2008, northlands park announced its commitment to a thoroughbred meet for 
a three-year period beginning in the spring of 2009. given the current lack of an 
“a” racetrack in southern alberta, this was positive news for thoroughbred owners. 
hra is concerned that alberta’s only “a” racetrack might not provide an array of 
breeds for racing fans. the impact to the standardbred industry is significant and 
hra will be aggressively supporting opportunities for racing days for standardbred 
and Quarter horse races at northlands and other racing venues. 

Federal Government Makes legislative progress

since 2007, hra has been cooperating with the canadian pari-Mutuel agency (cpMa) 
to review the pari-mutuel betting regulations in canada. these regulations have not 
significantly changed since the mid-1950s, leaving a framework that didn’t reflect 
today’s technology-based gaming environment. 

after extensive consultation with industry stakeholders, the federal Minister of 
agriculture and agrifood canada has directed the cpMa to develop the new regulatory 
and legislative framework for pari-mutuel betting. the revised legislation is expected 
to be tabled by the federal Minister in october 2009. 

Industry Satisfaction performance Measure

horse racing alberta recognizes the importance of monitoring performance and 
industry satisfaction and it will be important in 2009 to seek industry input into future 
strategic priorities. in 2007, hra contracted longwoods international to measure 
public perception and attitudes of the horse racing industry in alberta. Due to the 
cost involved in public and industry surveying, the next industry specific survey will 
be completed in 2009.
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pari-mutuel handle is a benchmark of how the horse racing industry is doing. the 

amount of money wagered provides insight to the quality of the horses racing, the 

number of fans attending races and the value of the simulcast signal in other markets. 

alberta’s handle has increased 25% since 2001, while the national handle decreased 

10% during the same period. in the united states, wagering dropped 7.2% – one of 

the lowest wagering amounts seen in nearly ten years. 

alberta continued to steadily increase handle, with a modest growth of 1.19% in 2008 

for total handle revenue of $182.4 million. in 2008, alberta had the third highest 

handle revenues, placing just behind ontario and british columbia. however, only 

alberta and b.c. had growth in handle, compared to the average national handle 

which saw a decline of – .78% to $1.7 billion in 2008. although alberta did have a 

marginal handle increase over 2007, the significant decline in live and alberta simulcast 

revenue is a worrying trend. hra will continue to develop strategies that enhance the 

quality and value of the alberta racing product through consultations with stakeholders 

and evaluation of their recommendations.  

alberta pari-Mutuel Handle – performance Measure

  2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2008
  Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual

Alberta Racing Handle $   46,853,212 $   44,757,696 $   41,297,125 $   36,877,066 $   29,482,580 $   31,050,733

Total Handle $ 156,725,839 $ 159,535,414 $ 171,196,862 $ 180,308,474 $ 169,375,780 $ 182,458,310

hanDle
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Simulcast Sustaining Handle Growth

the ability of alberta’s racetracks to import, export and market simulcast racing played 

a major role in the success of simulcast wagering. northlands park showed a 17% 

rise in wagering in 2008 on foreign thoroughbred simulcast races, while harness 

racing saw a three per cent increase in simulcast wagering. horse racing alberta and 

northlands park’s marketing efforts, particularly in the success of the canadian Derby, 

and other major horse racing events, contributed to the increase.
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Standardbred Handle

the challenges faced by the standardbred industry are evident in review of the harness 

racing handle.  this is due in part to the unavailability of racing days at “a” tracks. it 

is horse racing alberta’s mandate to support all horse racing breeds. alberta has the 

second-highest attendance record for harness racing throughout canada – with 

alberta producing some of the most successful earners in the industry. outside of a 

few select racetracks in ontario, the challenges facing harness racing are significant 

across the country. there would be a negative impact to standardbred owners, and 

the horse racing industry as a whole, if this exciting form of horse racing could not 

be sustained at an ‘a’ track level within the province. hra believes that alberta will 

remain a strong market for harness racing if given the appropriate opportunities 

and a renewed approach to its business model. 

Within the next two years, hra will be working closely with the alberta standardbred 

horse association to develop new racing opportunities and marketing strategies to 

support this breed. 

Alberta Handle 2004-2008
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purses

“Contribute to purses, based on revenues available, to stimulate the 
overall activity and investment in the industry.”

purses are a pivotal element of the horse racing industry, driving investment in 

breeding, training and racing activities. Without a strong and stable purse structure, 

there is no reinvestment back into the industry, hampering opportunities for future 

growth. for hra, providing a stable purse structure has been a priority and will 

continue to be a focus during the next business planning cycle. 

Hra Maintains Investment in purses

since 2002, purses have steadily grown in order to provide opportunities for horsemen 

to make future plans for breeding and racing. hra continued to prioritize purses 

in the 2008 budget, investing $18.3 million. in addition to $8.2 million invested from 

other sources, total purses offered was $26.5 million. although hra’s contribution 

decreased from the 2007 figure of $20.7 million, purses still accounted for over 35% 

of hra’s total operating expenditures in 2008.  

the declining trends seen in handle growth and track attendance have a significant 

impact on purses. across north america there has been a 2.7% decrease in purses, 

with similar trends in european and australian markets as well. these decreases 

are partly the result of conflicts between horsemen and racetrack operators in many 

jurisdictions. this has resulted in public and government scrutiny of the entire horse 

racing industry. although purses are of great importance to the ongoing ability of 

horsemen to raise, train and race horses, there is a need to find equitable solutions 

to ensure all breeds and track operators can be successful. 

going forward, 2009 is expected to see a further decline in purses, with a forecast 

purse structure of $24 million, reflecting the projected reduction in hra revenue and 

race days in 2009. hra has forecast an increase in purse grants by 2010.
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Alberta Purses 2004 - 2008
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race Days

2008 represented the second transitional year of racing in alberta, with stampede 

park closing its doors to live racing in June of 2008. the support and efforts of 

stampede park are greatly appreciated by hra in providing these additional race days 

in southern alberta. With the delays in the opening of the crossiron Mills racetrack, 

there was a corresponding reduction of “a” track racing days. as hra evaluates the 

industry going into the future, part of the equation will be to schedule the optimal 

number of race days with a purse structure that will maximize opportunities for owners.

the pressures of reduced days is a perfect stimulus to review the business model 

for our industry and determine the appropriate relationship between “a” and “b” 

racetrack days, horse populations, race days and purses.  this will be addressed 

with the horsemen and tracks in 2009.

alberta race Days 2004 - 2008

RACE DATES 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Northlands Thoroughbred 70 72 72 61 61
Northlands Standardbred 71 74 79 105 99
Stampede Park Thoroughbred 47 45 47 50 46
Stampede Park Standardbred 64 59 61 0 0
Lethbridge* 52 47 49 50 47
Grande Prairie** 36 36 36 59 57
Millarville 2 1 1 1 1

 342 334 345 326 311

* race days for runners only. ie. All breeds except Standardbred.
** includes race days for mixed breeds. ie. All breeds including Standardbred.
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breeDing

“Facilitate the growth of the breeding industry and the quality of 
racehorses bred in Alberta.”

there are many long-term benefits to creating a vibrant and successful horse breeding 

industry within alberta’s borders. for the horse owner, there are greater opportunities 

to earn in alberta-bred restricted races or stakes, along with reduced expenses of 

transporting and breeding horses out of province. for the racing fan, there’s the benefit 

of more quality horses at the track, offering a better racing experience with better 

pay-offs for the punter. 

horse racing alberta’s breed improvement programs were designed to achieve three 

industry goals; to stimulate the agricultural base of the industry; to assist breeders 

in developing a profitable breeding venture; and to improve the quality, quantity, 

and competitiveness of the alberta sired and foaled racehorse. success in these 

endeavors would encourage the preferential purchase of alberta-breds at auction at 

a more competitive price. 

in 2008 the alberta select sales were clearly affected by the uncertainties that surrounded 

2009 race dates. in 2008, the thoroughbred select sales were down 15% to $9,336, 

while the standardbred sale averaged $7,527, exceeding the target average price of 

$7,000. the Quarter horse sale only averaged a price of $3,314, below the target sale 

price of $4,000. 

While hra is not satisfied with these numbers, the reasons for decline are multifaceted. 

the sales prices should be considered within the perspective of the north american 

data for 2008. traditionally strong and prestigious sales in Kentucky (-16.8%), florida 

(-11.2%) and Maryland (-13.7%) all experienced decreases in sale prices. 

the overall breeding statistics are based on historical data of mares bred, live foals 

and number of breeders. the pressures of a stressed economy are seen in other areas 

of the breeding industry. the 2008 Jockey club report documents a 5.9% decline in 

stallion numbers and a 7.7% fall in mares bred. further, it is anticipated there will be 

a 10-15% decline in the number of foals registered. 

hra has worked extensively with industry and key government departments to build 

strategies that will support the successful breeding of alberta mares and stallions. 

as well, hra continued to fund and support alberta-breds at the racetracks through 

purse supplements and bonuses for successful racehorses. 
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Alberta Yearling Prices 2004-2008
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Promote the development of high quality off-track betting facilities 
and racetracks for horses, fans, owners and racing personnel. 

high quality racing facilities with adequate racing opportunities are essential for 

industry success. by creating tracks with exciting entertainment features, there 

is a corresponding increase in the level of participation by horsemen and fans. it 

is estimated there is over $365 million invested by industry in existing racetracks 

and their associated infrastructure. to protect this investment, racetracks must offer 

the best experience for racing fans, offering exciting races, entertainment opportunities 

and a comfortable environment. 

the tracks also form the hub of off-track opportunities, such as teletheatres.  these are 

locations throughout the province where horsemen and fans can meet and wager 

on live and foreign races.  at many locations they can dine and have other entertain- 

ment experiences.  horse racing alberta’s partnership with the alberta hotel and 

lodging association has enabled the industry to move towards better standards for 

these locations.

the racetrack at CrossIron Mills

the delays that the united horsemen of alberta (uha) have faced in opening the 

crossiron Mills racetrack have had a rippling effect throughout the industry, causing 

a significant reduction in racing days and a loss of revenue from handle and rec 

funds, which in turn has had a detrimental impact on purses. at the end of the day, 

horsemen have taken the greatest hit as a result of the delay. 

the new crossiron Mills racetrack offers a highly innovative destination that has the 

potential to draw in new racing fans, growing horse racing’s value as a fun source 

of entertainment. 

in 2008, uha completed the majority of the infrastructure related to the racetrack, 

excluding the roads, while construction continued on the backstretch and front stretch 

facilities. ivanhoe-cambridge continues to draw exciting new tenants that will comprise 

the retail portion of the development. together, this partnership will offer one of the 

most exciting retail and entertainment destinations in canada. 

racetracKs
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new racing Venue Set to open in Central alberta

alberta Downs, the new racetrack in lacombe, received its provisional racing license 

from horse racing alberta in 2008 and will be up and running by early 2009. the 

racetrack features a one mile dirt track with a chute, a 500-yard straightaway for Quarter 

horses and a 7/8 turf track on the inside for thoroughbred racing. this is the only 

grass racetrack in Western canada and canada’s second turf track, after Woodbine. the 

racetrack has been granted an initial race day schedule of 15 days for standardbreds, 

offering new racing opportunities for alberta horsemen in 2009. 

rocky Mountain turf Club takes on the South

as the only venue for racing in southern alberta, rocky Mountain turf club (rMtc) 

in lethbridge undertook extensive upgrading of their facilities over the past two years, 

resulting in better racing facilities for horsemen and better races for fans. the 2008 

season offered a stellar group of entrants, drawing racing crowds in numbers not seen 

in years. rMtc offered higher purses to horsemen, while injecting millions of dollars 

back into the southern alberta economy. 

racetracks operate within a “ protected Market area “ – ensuring that recs are not 

built in close proximity to one another, maximizing business opportunities. to be able 

to simulcast and offer off-track betting the license previously held by stampede park 

was given to rMtc to sustain and build simulcast racing opportunities in calgary 

during the 2009 season.

Grande prairie Steps up for 2008 Season

evergreen park expanded its facility to better accommodate thoroughbred, standard-

bred and Quarter horse races at their 1/2 mile and 5/8 mile twin oval tracks. grande 

prairie offered 57 race days in 2008, up significantly from race days offered during the 

2007 racing season. the efforts of the racetrack significantly helped horsemen enter 

their horses in quality races with good purses. grande prairie’s race days significantly 

helped alleviate the problems of only having one ‘a’ racing facility offering standard-

bred race dates.
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Stampede park

stampede park offered live horse racing for thoroughbreds until June 2008. hra 

and alberta horsemen are extremely appreciative of the efforts stampede park made 

in revising its scheduled closure to accommodate racing days in 2008. 

northlands park

northlands park had a very successful transition year in 2008, showcasing some of 

the best racing in the province. the canadian Derby continued to be a gem in alberta’s 

racing crown, drawing some of the best competitors for the $300,000 purse and highest 

attendance seen in years. the canadian Derby handle broke one million dollars, which 

northlands had come close to achieving in previous years.  the highly entertaining 

Western canada pacing Derby and northlands filly pace showcased another year of 

standardbred racing at northlands park.

northlands park handle also grew by 7% in overall wagering compared to 2007 figures, 

exceeding $99 million on live and simulcast racing combined. the success of northlands 

hot (horses off track) network played a key role in this success, with a 17% increase in 

foreign thoroughbred simulcast wagering and a three % increase in foreign standard-

bred simulcast wagers. northlands park focused their efforts on increasing north 

american coverage resulting in increases from every canadian partner. alberta racing 

was exposed to a record new number of american simulcast locations, including 

arizona, florida, louisiana, new Jersey and texas racetracks and off-track betting 

(otb) locations.  
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alberta thoroughbred Winners

trainer of the year  Jockey of the year 

robertino Diodoro Quincy Welch

leading owner leading breeder

bar none ranches horizon farm

horse of the year  

teagues fight 

alberta Standardbred Winners 

trainer and Driver of the year breeder of the year

Keith clark sky West farms

owner of the year horseman of the year

bill boden/gerry hudon Keith clark

horse of the year

tajma hall

alberta Quarterhorse Winners

champion trainer champion  rider

William leech  nate smith

champion owner and breeder grand champion running horse 

shady lane stables its all about speed 

horse racing celebrates achieVeMent
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MarKeting

“Actively market and promote horse racing in Alberta”

attracting fans to the racetrack to experience live racing is an integral piece of hra’s 
business strategy – ensuring longevity and growth for the horse racing industry.  
horse racing alberta’s marketing efforts have increased awareness, attendance and 
handle through its advertising campaigns, live television shows, racetrack marketing 
support and other opportunities. the focus on the 18 to 34 year old demographic 
captures an audience that is interested in excitement and new experiences, offering 
opportunities to entice younger fans to the racetrack. 

Standardbred races take Centre Stage

the ladies were front and centre in the 25th filly pace on May 24th. classy import 
sprig hanover with driver randy fritz proved to be just too strong as they turned 
for home in her northlands filly, pace Victory. a few weeks later the circuit’s most 
prestigious race - the Western canada pacing Derby - was captured by the very 
impressive neil Diamonique.  Keith clark piloted the gutsy colt which marked Keith’s 
8th WcpD driving victory since 1987.

thehorses.com reaches out to Fans

thehorses.com undertook significant changes in 2008, offering better organization 
and new information for horsemen and racing fans alike. these changes resulted in 
significantly higher website traffic, with visitors spending an average of 14 minutes 
and 29 seconds per visit to the site. 

in august 2008, hra with the assistance of northlands and horsemen, thehorses.com 
strategically targeted the industry’s biggest property -- the canadian Derby. the website 
posted numerous stories about canadian Derby players and equine athletes.  Website 
traffic for the month of august logged a record one million hits in the month. these 
efforts culminated in reaching one million dollars in live handle earned on canadian 
Derby Day. 

the new hra website now supplies horse racing consumers with what they have been 
asking for - constant updates, video images, blogs, visual images and much more. 

live Shows Draw Big Downloads

the industry’s live television show tracked an increase of race program page downloads. 
Viewers at home were encouraged to download the televised race program page 
and follow along at home as the on air talent educated the audience in an easy to 
follow format.  every show featuring northlands park in 2008 brought in new horse 
player interactive account sign ups, new players club members,  increases in wagering, 
and over 1,000 downloads of the past performance racing page per show.  the tV 
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shows ultimately extend the brand, encourage enrolment and wagering, and are 
used as an educational tool. the live tV shows also compliment the advertising by 
encouraging consumers that horse racing is a place where “people like them” hang out. 

Hra receives Industry accolades

2008 was another remarkable year for hra, with its marketing efforts being recognized 
throughout canada and the united states. hra won the united states trotting 
association tV broadcast award; the standardbred canada tV broadcast award; and 
for the third consecutive year, the canadian thoroughbred sovereign award. 

Marketing efforts reach new audiences

the industry continued its vibrant partnership with the telus World of science in 
presenting new and exciting iMaX movies. this partnership allowed hra to gain profile 
with audiences who may not be familiar with the scope and activities of horse racing 
in alberta. 

racetrack attendance Fluctuates across the province

the 2008 attendance numbers paint a diverse picture across the province. as expected, 
stampede park did not meet the target number, due to the shortened racing season. 
northlands park attracted strong crowds, particularly for key racing events. lethbridge 
continued its successful marketing programs, bringing in fans looking for great racing 
in southern alberta. 

racetrack attendance – performance Measure

  2004 2005  2006 2007 2008 2008
  Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Actual

Northlands 1,164,887 1,179,321 1,434,968 1,427,839 1,300,000 1,497,924
Calgary 184,040 160,928 197,423 154,085 165,000 63,779
Lethbridge 66,363 63,860 66,689 69,820 73,245 74,025
Grande Prairie 29,293 31,264 29,800 29,800 33,000 23,200
Millarville 6,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

Total 1,450,583 1,440,373 1,733,880 1,686,544 1,576,245 1,663,928

* Edmonton and Calgary figures are a year round total and the other tracks are for live race dates 
only. The challenge and difficulty of providing accurate attendance numbers is compounded 
by the multipurpose nature of racing venues. 
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huMan resources

“Facilitate the education, training and well being of individuals 
involved in Alberta’s horse racing industry.”

hra placed considerable emphasis on human resource issues by improving conditions 

for its employees and increasing the available pool of qualified personnel. the unique 

needs of the horse racing industry have been carefully considered in hra’s human 

resources plans, offering innovative programming and support to best assist back- 

stretch workers and others. the growth and success of our people has been tremendously 

rewarding, and hra will continue to support those who are so vital to the success of 

our industry. 

the learning Centre 

the learning centre, which is located on the backstretch at northlands park, has 

developed a loyal clientelle.  from January to December of 2008, there were 3,017 

visits recorded which included participation in a variety of educational programs, 

chaplaincy and racetrack-specific courses.  some of the courses offered include:

skills improvement series

 groom refresher program

 stable bandages and applications

 exercise bandages

 racing bandages

general equivalency Diploma programs
spanish and english as a second language (esl) classes

computer and keyboarding classes

Foreign Worker program Fills Industry need

the foreign Worker program began in 2007 to fill the industry need for skilled labour, 

particularly exercise riders and backstretch workers. this program allows hra to act 

as third party representatives for trainers and owners. hra submitted labour Market 

opinion (lMo) applications for 19 employers, which represented a total of 58 foreign 

workers.  hra was successful in obtaining positive lMo’s for all the applications.
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aniMal Welfare

 “Promote and encourage continuous improvement in the 
industry’s animal welfare practices.”

protecting “the health, safety and welfare of racehorses…” is one of the legislated 

objectives of hra. as the racehorse is paramount to the success of our industry, hra’s 

animal Welfare sub-committee continues to keep abreast of changes and reforms 

throughout the global horse racing industry to ensure alberta continues to provide 

the highest-quality care for racehorses of all breeds. 

“Horse Welfare alliance of Canada” Forms

the alberta equestrian federation, together with other representatives from the 

horse industry, formed the “horse Welfare alliance of canada” in July, 2008. this 

coalition endorses responsible care and use of horses during their lifetime to ensure 

high standards of health and welfare. this group advocates for all breeds of horses, 

including livestock, performance animals and horses sold for consumable food products. 

Humane Handling Guidelines for Horses Introduced

the alberta equine Welfare group issued new standards for the acceptable care 

and handling of horses in transport. a new booklet was developed to provide 

horse owners and handlers with tools to determine the health of the horse and its’ 

fitness for transport. 

Fire Safety numbers Increase in 2008

since the fire safety seminar became a mandatory requirement for licenses in 2006, 

over 1,166 licensees have attended these important seminars. 
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regulatory

“Enhance and foster integrity and ethical conduct as a foundation 
for all aspects of the horse racing industry in Alberta.”

Stricter Guidelines for equine testing

the canadian pari-Mutuel agency (cpMa) has updated regulations concerning the 

administration of drugs and medicaments to racehorses. the name of the program 

changed from “Drug control surveillance program” to “equine Drug control program” 

to better reflect the objectives and scope of the cpMa to controlling the administration 

of drugs to racehorses. 

national thoroughbred racing association leads Safety reforms

there has been tremendous scrutiny in the past three years regarding the integrity 

of racing and the methods used to gain an advantage on the racetrack. in october, 

the national thoroughbred racing association (ntra) announced industry-wide 

safety and integrity reforms for the thoroughbred industry. the reform initiatives are 

the broadest and most comprehensive in the sport’s history, including:

•	 uniform	medication	rules	for	each	racing	jurisdiction

•	 ban	of	steroids	from	racing	competition	

•	 out-of-competition	testing	for	blood	and	gene	doping	agents	and	pre-race	testing	

•	 uniform	penalties	for	all	medication	infractions	

•	 mandatory	on-track	and	non-racing	injury	reporting	

•	 mandatory	installation	of	protective	inner	safety	rail	

•	 mandatory	pre-	and	post-race	security	

•	 adoption	of	a	placement	program	for	Thoroughbreds	no	longer	competing

Many of the ntra’s recommendations have already been implemented in alberta. 

the remainder of the recommendations will be further considered by the hra 

regulatory and animal Welfare committees in 2009.
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Rulings

Thoroughbred Steward Rulings  
Live race days 111
Rulings per race day 1.0 

  
Standardbred Judges Rulings  79
Live race days             135 
Rulings per race day              .58 

Community Circuit  
Judges/Stewards Rulings  63 
Live race days  75
Rulings per race day .84

Medication Testing  
  
Thoroughbred  
Number of tests 1760
Number of positives    2 
Percentage occurrence  1.1 

Standardbred 
Number of tests 2364 
Number of positives    0 
Percentage occurrence    0 

Community Circuit
Number of tests 828 

TCO2  Testing

Thoroughbred 
Number of tests 574
Number of positives  0
Percentage occurrence  0

Standardbred
Number of tests 925
Number of positives  0
Percentage occurrence 0

Community Circuit  
Number of tests  67
Number of positives   0
Percentage occurrence   0

EPO Testing

Thoroughbred  
Number of tests 574
Number of positives   0
Percentage occurrence   0

Standardbred  
Number of tests 925
Number of positives   0
Percentage occurrence              0

Community Circuit  
Number of tests  67
Number of positives    0
Percentage occurrence 0

•	Denotes	positive	under	appeal

Summary of tests and rulings

*
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established under the Horse Racing Alberta Act, the appeal tribunal hears appeals from 

individuals affected by the rulings or directions of horse racing officials. the appeal 

tribunal is a quasi-judicial tribunal, with all members appointed by the alberta solicitor 

general and Minister of public security. the tribunal has the authority to conduct its 

affairs as set out in the Horse Racing Alberta Act. Members of the appeal tribunal are: 

Mr. James butlin, Q.c. (chair) from calgary, Mr. Morris taylor of edmonton and Mr. Darrel 

florence of calgary. in 2009, the maximum number of consecutive years of service for 

Mr. butlin and Mr. taylor will be reached. upon the expiry of their terms in 2009, the 

Minister will appoint new members. the expertise and dedication of these members 

during their terms of office is appreciated.

2008  appeals hearD

owner/trainer – “b” circuit  
‘b’ circuit race 5 on august 2, 2008 at evergreen park, grande prairie
issue:  failure to enforce rule # 144 which affected the outcome of race 5
appeal heard:  october 29, 2008 
Written Judgment:  December 5, 2008 - attached
Decision: the appeal was dismissed and the decision of the board of stewards 
was upheld.

owner/trainer – “b” circuit  
“b” circuit race 6 on July 12, 2008 at evergreen park, grande prairie
issue: failure to enforce rule # 144 which affected the outcome of race 6 
appeal heard:  october 29, 2008 
Written Judgment:  December 5, 2008 - attached
Decision:  the appeal is allowed and the order of finish is revised accordingly.
 
owner – “b” circuit
‘b” circuit ruling no. 19 dated September 4, 2007 at Whoop-up Downs, lethbridge
issue:  appealing the amount of the fine.
appeal heard:  october 15, 2008 
Written Judgment:  november 25, 2008 - attached
Decision:  the penalty of three hundred dollars ($300.00) is reduced to one hundred 
and fifty dollars ($150.00).

Jockey – “b” circuit
thoroughbred ruling no. 41 dated September 23, 2008 at Whoop-up Downs, lethbridge
issue:  appealing the refusal of being granted a jockey’s license. 
appeal heard:  october 15, 2008
Written Judgment:  november 25, 2008 - attached
Decision:  horse racing alberta has reached an agreement with the appellant that 
would allow him to be licensed as a jockey in 2009.

appeal tribunal
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owner/trainer – “b” circuit
“b” circuit ruling no. 14 dated June 19, 2008 at Whoop-up Downs, lethbridge
issue:  appealing the board of stewards fine in the sum of four ($400.00) 
hundred dollars. 
appeal heard:  october 15, 2008
Written Judgment:  november 15, 2008 - attached
Decision:  the appeal is dismissed and the decision of the board of stewards 
is upheld.

owner/trainer/a.a. – harness
harness ruling no. 15 dated april 11, 2008 at northlands park, edmonton
issue:  appealing the ruling as it was based on wrongful information.
appeal heard:  april 29, 2008
Written Judgment:  June 11, 2008 - attached
Decision:  the appellant and horse racing alberta have come to an agreement 
whereby by joint submission that the decision of the Judges in harness ruling 
no. 15 is altered.

trainer – harness
harness racing 1 on December 5, 2007 at northlands park, edmonton
issue:  appealing the decision made by the board of Judges denying future racing 
of the horse until dispute over ownership has been resolved. 
appeal heard:  april 29, 2008
Written Judgment:  June 11, 2008 - attached
Decision:  that the decision of the judges dated December 5, 2007 be overturned in 
part to provide that the horse shall be allowed to race in any race in alberta save for 
a claiming race and that this will continue for a period of 2 years up and until June 
10, 2009, or at a sooner date if a claim has been resolved or determined by a court.

owner/trainer – “b” circuit
thoroughbred race 1 dated September 2, 2008 at Whoop-up Downs, lethbridge
issue:  appealing the fine and penalty administered. 
appeal heard:  april 29, 2008
Written Judgment:  June 11, 2008
Decision:   the suspension of 30 days is overturned and that the fine of $1,000.00 
(one thousand) remains.
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year enDeD DeCeMBer 31, 2008

financial stateMents of
horse racing alberta
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Corporate office

720, 9707 - 110 st.

edmonton, ab  t5K 2l9

phone: 780.415.5432

fax: 780.488.5105

toll free: 1.888.553.7223

www.thehorses.com

horse racing alberta

Calgary office

602 sloane square

5920 - 1 a st. sW

calgary, ab

(Mailing address)

box 5684  postal station a

calgary, ab  t2h 1y1

phone: 403.543.8951

fax: 403.543.8950




